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In 2002, ALooP was formed by Bo Larsen (Vocals), Peter
Nordahn (Guitar), René Beck (Guitar), Thais Beermann
(Drums) and Thomas Carlsen (Bass). Moving away from
mainstream metal, ALooP strived to create energetic, brutal
and melodic music charged with pure emotion. The goal was
to create something entirely unique.
In 2005 ALooP debuted with the album “Global Crisis”. The album
was highly praised especially in Scandinavia and the rest of
Europe. The album was nominated as metal album of the year by
Danish Metal Awards and biggest Danish music magazine, Gaffa,
wrote:”...the bands ability to combine brutality with melody makes
Global Crisis one of the best metal albums this year”. Building on a
mixture of metal genres, ALooP has, over the years, created a
much more absolute expression which at the same time is
challenging yet familiar.
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After the release of “Global Crisis”, the band toured all over
Denmark playing festivals such as The Way Up North Festival,
Aalborg Metal Festival, Aarhus Metal Festival, etc.
On stage, ALooP is pure energy challenging the audience with a
professional, groundbreaking and mind blowing metal expression.
In 2007, ALooP parted ways with Peter Nordahn (Guitar) and a
new band member was found as Henrik Mortensen, a highly skilled
guitar player, joined the band. Mortensen was a great boost of
energy and with his unique playing style he suited the ALooP
sound perfectly. Thus, rooted in the ALooP universe, the band
continued its metal voyage and wrote the album “Dead End / New
Deal” recorded and mixed by Jacob Hansen.
As suggested by the title ALooP has redefined their pulverizing
sound and created a much more absolute expression. Thus,
including traits from metal, country, rock, pop and even horror,
ALooP cannot be categorized within a specific musical genre.
“Dead End / New Deal” adopts a boundary-crossing and
emotionally charged metal expression.
Lyrically, ALooP explores human consciousness starting out from a
series of tales found in the form of fiction and non-fiction. In a way,
ALooP attempts to map the human condition and how we are
linked together.
As it investigates the life and death of humanity, it similarly affects
the emotional status of the listener – Are you ready for the New
Deal?

ALOOP line-up:
Bo Larsen – Vocals
Henrik Mortensen – Guitar
Rene Beck – Guitar
Thais Beermann – Drums
Thomas Carlsen – Bass
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